Old Dad Chiro: Biography of D.D. Palmer, founder of chiropractic

This Chiropractic history and biography book contains even more on Palmer's fascinating life as a Magnetic Healer through the years leading to his death as the Founder of Chiropractic. This compilation of original newspaper articles, along with Palmer's letters and writings attempts to chronicle Old Dad Chiro and his activities and treks across America.

The Palmers and the Port Perry Myths

Her father was a lawyer who was exiled to Casablanca during the Franco dictatorship, returning only when Franco died. Her mother was a homemaker and stage mother. Attended the Catholic Convent of the Sacred Heart, where she began playing guitar at age 9. Received the Distinguished Career Award from Hispanic Exhibitor and Distributor.

Honda was born in Komyo village, Iwata District, Shizuoka, near Hamamatsu on November 17, 1906. He spent his early childhood helping his father, Gihei Honda, a blacksmith, with his bicycle repair business. At the time his mother, Mika Honda, was a weaver. Honda was not interested in traditional education.

Old Dad Chiro: his thoughts, words, and deeds

Generations of chiropractors have learned that it was in Port Perry that the father of chiropractic was born, and Palmer's biographer continued this mistake. It was here that a false nativity site was dedicated, along with a monument to this innovator in health care.
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